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DECRIMINALIZE SEX WORK



Decriminalize Sex Work (DSW) works to improve policies related to all forms of sex work and to end the prohibition of consensual adult prostitution in the United States. Evidence shows that decriminalizing sex work will help end human trafficking, improve public health, and promote community safety.







 Our mission is to end the prohibition of consensual adult prostitution, and to improve policies relating to all forms of sex work.
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Strippers say Washington state is terrible for dancing. They want a ‘bill of rights’ to fix that | KUOW



February 19, 2024 











[image: The Washington state legislature is taking up a so-called ‘Strippers Bill of Rights’ | NPR/All Things Considered]





The Washington state legislature is taking up a so-called ‘Strippers Bill of Rights’ | NPR/All Things Considered



February 19, 2024 
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Day 2 of 2024 AVN Show Brings Joy to Many



January 26, 2024 
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Human Trafficking Prevention Needs A Public Health Approach | Forbes



January 11, 2024 
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Maine’s Bad Prostitution Law Could Be Coming Soon to Your State | Reason



January 3, 2024 
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Sex Work, Decriminalization & Strange bedfellows | Meet the Press Reports | NBC News



December 9, 2023 











[image: Sex work decriminalization efforts leave workers, advocates and survivors divided | Meet the Press]





Sex work decriminalization efforts leave workers, advocates and survivors divided | Meet the Press



December 9, 2023 
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Landmark UN Report Calls for Sex Work Decriminalization | Human Rights Watch



November 28, 2023 
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Maine’s new law partially decriminalizing sex work is not what it seems | NBC News



October 25, 2023 














 Decriminalize Sex Work’s Briefing Papers





 DSW produced these meticulously researched briefing papers with accompanying short videos to efficiently explain the most salient reasons to decriminalize consensual adult prostitution and to improve policies related to all forms of sex work. These briefing papers cover specific topics including Why Decriminalizing Sex Work Is Good Criminal Justice Policy, Human Trafficking and Sex Work, and Debunking the Entrapment/Equality Model amongst others.

Unequivocal and ample evidence from around the world shows that decriminalizing sex work will help end human trafficking, improve public health, promote community safety, and protect civil liberties. We hope you will use these papers and short videos as resources to help legislators and the general public understand the urgent and critical need to decriminalize consensual adult sex work.
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 Human Trafficking and Sex Work
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 Criminal Legal Immunity for Reporting Crimes
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 Immigration, Sex Work, and Human Rights
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 Decriminalize Sex Work for Public Health
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 Why Decriminalizing Sex Work Is Good Criminal Justice Policy









 Organizations Endorsing Decriminalization
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 Follow Us on Instagram @decrimsexwork









 











Decriminalize Sex Work will join Woodhull Freedom 
[image: Decriminalize Sex Work will join Woodhull Freedom Foundation (@woodhullfreedom) for a conversation where we delve into the significance of immunity laws for the safety and protection of SWers across the United States. Immunity laws, designed to shield individuals engaged in certain activities from legal repercussions, play a pivotal role in ensuring the well-being and rights of SWers and survivors of trafficking.  We will examine how these laws provide essential protection by decriminalizing aspects of SW, thereby empowering workers to report crimes, seek medical assistance, and access essential services without fear of prosecution. By fostering an environment where SWers can engage with law enforcement and healthcare providers without facing punitive measures, immunity laws promote public health and safety.  We will also explore the broader implications of immunity laws, highlighting their capacity to combat exploitation, violence, and stigma against SWers. We underscore the necessity of legislative measures that prioritize the rights and dignity of all individuals, regardless of their occupation, and advocate for the implementation and expansion of immunity laws as a crucial step towards achieving justice and equality for SWers in the US.  Tune into @woodhullfreedom’s Instagram Live at 3PM ET on Thursday, April 4th to hear the discussion.]







March 3rd is International Sex Worker Rights Day. 


 [image: March 3rd is International Sex Worker Rights Day. This commemoration began in 2001 when 25,000 sex workers from around the world gathered in India for a festival organized by Durbar Mahila Samanwaya.   Sex workers face discrimination, violence, and stigma due to the criminalization of their profession. Today and everyday, we emphasize the need for full decriminalization in order to secure the health, safety, and human rights of sex workers across the globe.]







Happy Valentine’s Day 💘
Share a DSW sweethea


 [image: Happy Valentine’s Day 💘  Share a DSW sweetheart with a friend today 💝]







Cecilia Gentili was a beloved and powerful changem


 [image: Cecilia Gentili was a beloved and powerful changemaker, activist, artist, community leader, and icon. She fought tirelessly for the rights of trans people, immigrants, incarcerated people, and sex workers in New York and across the country. Her legacy will continue to inspire those of us who fight for the rights and liberation of marginalized folks today and everyday.   DSW Legal Director Melissa Broudo shares the following in remembrance of Cecilia’s legacy, “Cecilia radiated light, charisma, warmth, humor & intellect. Key word being radiated. You could not be in the same room with Cecilia without being in total awe of her magical presence. The sex workers rights movement would not be in the same place without her- she has put us light years ahead of where we would have been without her. We owe it to Cecilia to continue to fight!“  Rest in power Cecilia.]







Kicking off the year with the latest in DSW news. 


 [image: Kicking off the year with the latest in DSW news. Read our full newsletter at the link in our bio or subscribe to get our newsletter straight to your inbox every month at decriminalizesex.work/subscribe/ 💌]







DSW’s Legal Director Melissa Sontag Broudo was q


 [image: DSW’s Legal Director Melissa Sontag Broudo was quoted in a recent Forbes article advocating for a public health approach to address human trafficking. Broudo says, “I advocate to remove criminal penalties that are forced upon sex workers and survivors of trafficking so that they are not further harmed by criminalization (arrests, police brutality, etc.)” Read more at the link in our bio.   #humantraffickingawareness #humantraffickingawarenessmonth #decrim]







January is National Human Trafficking Awareness an


 [image: January is National Human Trafficking Awareness and Prevention Month. We encourage our advocates and allies to check out @freedomnetworkusa and @national_survivor_network, two organizations utilizing a human-rights based approach to combat trafficking and help survivors.  DSW stands with all victims of human trafficking. We fight to decriminalize SW because we know decriminalization is an effective and proven way to combat trafficking and reduce exploitation.   #humantraffickingawarenessmonth #humanrights #decrim]







We know that we’re already a ways into 2024, but


 [image: We know that we’re already a ways into 2024, but we wanted to take this opportunity to recap what a great year 2023 was for Decriminalize Sex Work and sex work advocates around the country. As always, there were plenty of ups and downs in the fight to advocate for the rights and safety of sex workers in the United States, but overall, progress has been made and it’s important to celebrate that in this movement when we can.   Shoutout to all the sex work advocates out there, we couldn’t have done any of this without you. We hope everyone took some much deserved rest during the holidays and we’re excited to move forward and break new ground together in 2024!   To learn more about DSW’s year in review, check out our newsletter at the link in our bio.]







December 17th is International Day to End Violence


 [image: December 17th is International Day to End Violence Against Sex Workers. Each year, our community comes together to make sure the people whose lives have been lost in the past year are not forgotten. We hope for a safer and more just future for sex workers and the greater community, recognizing that full decriminalization is the only way to ensure the health, safety, and freedom of sex workers around the globe.]







NBC’s Meet the Press covered Maine’s misguided


 [image: NBC’s Meet the Press covered Maine’s misguided decision to implement the Entrapment Model of governing sex work. DSW’s Legal Director Melissa Broudo was featured on the segment to share why full decriminalization is the only solution that ensures the rights and safety of consensual adult sex workers and victims of human trafficking.   Watch the full segment at the link in our bio. To learn more about why Maine’s newest legislation (The Entrapment Model) puts sex workers and survivors of trafficking at greater risk, read our briefing paper titled “Debunking the Entrapment Model” at decriminalizesex.work]







In the wake of Maine’s passage of Entrapment leg


 [image: In the wake of Maine’s passage of Entrapment legislation, we’ve seen media outlets, advocates, and prohibitionists begin to refer to Entrapment as “partial decriminalization”. This title is a dangerous misnomer for a piece of legislation that has zero similarities to full decriminalization—which is the only legislative approach to prostitution backed by the ACLU, Amnesty International, and the World Health Organization.  If you’re looking to refer to the Entrapment Model as something other than the numerous names it has already been given around the globe (e.g. End Demand Model, Nordic Model, Equality Model) we suggest using the term asymmetric criminalization instead of the dangerously misleading “partial decriminalization”.   You can learn more about the very real harms that Entrapment policies cause to sex workers, survivors of human trafficking, and the general public by reading our briefing paper “Debunking the Entrapment Model” at decriminalizesex.work 🖤  #decrim #decrimsexwork #sexworkersrights #internationaldaytoendviolenceagainstsexworkers #decriminalizesexwork]







Hey sex work advocates, did you hear about the Rho


 [image: Hey sex work advocates, did you hear about the Rhode Island study commission’s report recommending reforms to prostitution law? We break it down for you in these slides and in our newsletter. The TLDR is that based on testimony, evidence, and two years of work, the commission recommended the full decriminalization of consensual adult sex work. We highly encourage you to use these findings in your advocacy! Evidence and research always supports full decrim in order to reduce human trafficking and promote health and safety.   Find the full report and our analysis on it at the link in our bio.   #sexworkadvocacy #rhodeisland #studycommission #sexworkersrights #sexworkiswork #decrimnow #decrim]







We know that sex work is not inherently dangerous,


 [image: We know that sex work is not inherently dangerous, it is criminalization that makes it dangerous. The full decriminalization of sex work is supported by the ACLU, Amnesty International, The Human Rights Campaign, UNAIDS, and the World Health Organization. Full decriminalization is the only effective policy solution that would decrease human trafficking and promote public health and safety. Tell your friends and tell your legislators!   #decriminalisesexwork #decrimsexwork #publichealth #safersexwork]







A couple weeks ago, Pamela Paul wrote an op-ed for


 [image: A couple weeks ago, Pamela Paul wrote an op-ed for the @nytimes that utilized an argument over the semantics of the term “sex work” as a thinly veiled attempt to further stigmatize the profession and promote dangerous Entrapment Model policies. Despite the opposition and backlash that the article received from sex workers, scholars and advocates, The New York Times failed to publish any significant arguments against Paul’s misguided views in its letter to the editor section published earlier this week. Please read and share Henri Bynx, a sex worker from Vermont’s, response to the piece here.]







Check out DSW Legal Director Melissa Broudo’s ar


 [image: Check out DSW Legal Director Melissa Broudo’s article in @newsday on the importance of Immunity laws in the wake of the Gilgo Beach serial killings arrest.   Photo credit to Fox News, The Independent, and Newsday  #immunity #sexworkersrights #sexworkiswork #gilgobeachmurders #longislandserialkiller #decriminalizesexwork]







LGBTQIA2S+ community🤝sex workers
As Pride Mont


 [image: LGBTQIA2S+ community🤝sex workers  As Pride Month comes to a close, this is your reminder to continue advocating for LGBTQIA2S+ and sex worker rights year round. And as always, keep your pride intersectional y’all.   Be sure to check out our friends at @cupcakegirlsorg and their post detailing the intersection between LGBTQIA2S+ folks and sex workers to learn more on the issue.   #pride #pridemonth #sexworkersrights #decrimsexwork]
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Receive DSW’s national monthly newsletter

Highlights the most important developments relating to our efforts to end the prohibition of prostitution and improve the policies relating to other forms of sex work in the United States

Sign me up!

If you are in New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, or Vermont, you will receive occasional legislative updates for that state (in addition to DSW’s monthly, national e-newsletter).




No, thank you.







 





















































